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A MESSAGE
FROM THE CEO
Welcome to the first Quarterly Newsletter of 2020!
Advancements in medical technology has allowed healthcare
delivery to evolve tenfold. Technology has brought upon an
evolution. Areas like biotechnology, pharmaceuticals,
information technology, the development of medical devices
and equipment, and more have all made significant
contributions to improving the health of people all around
the world.
IAMHP is committed to focusing on technology's role in
healthcare is crucial. As a result, we partnered with Eytan
Dallal to highlight his research in this edition of the
Quarterly Newsletter. Eytan has been a leader in the IT and
healthcare field for over 20 years.
Warmest Regards,
Samantha Olds Frey
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State Governments Lead
Health Tech Innovation
By Eytan Dallal
As the role of state government becomes more
pronounced in leading health tech innovation,
let’s take a look at five technology initiatives
carried out by other states in the past year:

Georgia’s Medicaid agency partnered with
FitBit to offer the state’s 4,000 members with
type-2 diabetes a way to manage their
condition. The FitBit device was offered an
incentive for members who complete their
annual diabetic retinal exam (DRE). Though
the data collected by the FitBit was not be
captured by any state health agency, it will
allow for future interoperability if members
consent to data sharing.
Medicaid agencies in Arizona, Georgia,
Michigan, Tennessee, Virginia and Missouri
partnered with Lyft to offer non-emergency
medical transportation. Texas and Florida are
currently in talks with Lyft to offer service to
their populations. Other ride-share
companies, like Uber, are also seeking
partnerships in order to expand their market
share in the healthcare industry.
Oklahoma’s Medicaid agency launched a
program utilizing artificial intelligence to
monitor medication use and identify gaps in
care, focusing on its highest risk members.
Early results show a 40% reduction in
hospitalizations for members in the program.
North Carolina launched a free online service
connecting public health departments, doctors,
and hospitals in an effort to close the gap on
social determinants of health for people in
need.
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Instead of handing out brochures, the
online service directs patients to nearby
community services such as food pantries,
homeless shelters, and allows health
departments a way to track if a patient
utilized the service.
HHS awarded nearly a million dollars to
San Diego’s Regional Health Information
Exchange (HIE) to launch a program to
integrate open-source prototypes and
utilize the HL7 Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resources (FHIR)
standard. The new application will simplify
consent management, advance care
directives, and take interoperability to the
next level.

SAVE THE DATE
October 13-15, 2020
Hyatt Lodge Oak Brook, IL

Accepting Submissions
If you would like to present a 50
min. session track at conference
submit your proposal by April 1st.

Visit iamhp.net for details
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Artificial Intelligence
Seeks to Enhance
Human Productivity
Now that the health community
has spent over a decade
digitizing electronic health
records, patients, providers,
payers, and governments are
seeking ways to leverage the
data. Though the technology
may sound like something out of
a futuristic sci-fi dystopia,
artificial intelligence is quickly
sweeping through the
healthcare industry under the
promise of reducing gaps in
care, decreasing costs, and
improving health outcomes.
There is a concept called
“Moravec's paradox” which
plainly states that what’s easy
for computers is hard for
humans, and what’s hard for
computers is easy for humans.
Despite the fears that
computers will replace humans,
it has demonstrated exactly the
opposite – computers have
provided people the means to
make better, more informed
decisions. Though the
application of artificial
intelligence may be
complicated, costly, and
complex, here are a few simple
ideas of where artificial
intelligence can achieve
efficiencies in the industry:
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Providers can improve
revenue cycle management
by leveraging historical
payment data as well as
external sources to
determine which patients
are more likely to pay and
which will leave a balance.
This still leaves the decision
of how much to collect and
when to collect up to the
provider.
Payers can identify highrisk members who frequent
the emergency room and
are suffering from social/
environmental
determinants of health
based on the claim data
rather than a cumbersome
and subjective
questionnaire which takes
hours to complete. This
allows payers to prioritize
outreach to members who
require care coordination
and community services.
Patients can benefit from
artificial intelligence
solutions that identify
irregular health patterns
and can notify primary care
physicians. Also, when
applied in a customer
service environment,
patients can be routed to
the correct group based on
medical data, customer
sentiment, frequency of
calls, and other factors.

Government health agencies
can reduce fraud by
combining enrollment data,
claim data, and
reimbursement data to
identify anomalies and
overpayment. In some cases,
combining social
media data (such as photos
and posts) can enhance
results. Agencies can then
prioritize those suspicious
cases and investigate
accordingly.
There are literally hundreds
of ways to apply artificial
intelligence and machine
learning to your
organization, but it will never
replace the most important
element in healthcare – the
human touch.

About the Author

Eytan Dallal has more than 20
years in the IT and healthcare
field. He serves as faculty at
Northwestern University
teaching Health Analytics and
Healthcare IT Compliance.
He also served as former
chair of the IAMHP IT
Committee.
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The CMS Interoperability
Challenge and You
By Eytan Dallal

In 2019, CMS issued a proposed
rule to require participating
health actors to exchange health
data elements throughout the
United States using a
standardized format, participate
in a trusted information network,
and make health information
readily available for the public to
consume via secure interfaces.
The government and private
sector have been struggling for
over a decade to solve the
interoperability puzzle on a
national (or even regional) level.
And while there have been some
successes on local and regional
levels, nation-wide
interoperability doesn’t exist.
Really?? What is so hard about
getting IT systems to talk to each
other? True, some of the
challenges are technical in
nature, like
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being able to exchange data in
a standardized or consumable
format, ensuring the integrity
of the data, and the use of
common definitions between
systems. But there are also
major challenges on the policy
side. Privacy tops the list of
concerns, such as ensuring the
data stay confidential. Legal
considerations are also high on
the list, such as data ownership,
whom to hold accountable in
the event of a breach, records
retention, consent, and power
of attorney. Also, let’s not
forget that not all actors in
healthcare have electronic
health records, so requiring
everyone to participate may
not be feasible. And of course,
there’s the financial aspect –
who is going to pay for
upgrading, maintaining, and
programming all systems to
meet a national standard, and
what’s the incentive? Lastly,
who will authoritatively

govern and lead such a
program, monitor for
compliance, and hold all
parties accountable on the
federal, state, and local levels?
Like the famous answer to
how to eat an elephant, it’s
clear that tackling this
challenge should be in small
increments. Perhaps
successful state-led Health
Information Exchanges – like
Colorado, Iowa, Ohio, and
Wisconsin – provide a
microcosmic model for scaling
into a national program. Or
successful multi-state sharing
of data can teach us valuable
lessons learned about crossing
state lines. So while rolling
this out on a national level may
still be 3-8 years away,
dedicating people, process,
technology, and governance
within your own organization
towards interoperability is a
safe investment and worth the
reward.

Trusted Partner Program
Every business has a story to tell, something that
connects potential partners to their brand. As a
Trusted Partner you will have an opportunity to
express your company’s core values to others in the
healthcare space, convene with the top leaders
within the healthcare sector through multiple
networking opportunities, and stay up to date on the
latest industry related news.

Become a Trusted Partner today, visit iamhp.net/Membership
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Lowering the Cost of Compliance
Using e-Signatures
By Eytan Dallal

From grocery stores to office visits, online
shopping to online banking, consumers no
longer sign a carbon triplicate or receive paper
copies of their receipts. Email, signature pads,
voice activation, fingerprint, and digital
signatures have replaced the pen and paper.
This has paved the way for faster, more reliable
commerce while lowering the cost per
transaction.

So why should it be different for Illinois
Medicaid members?
When it comes to individual care plans, the state
of Illinois allows for a member’s signature “by
hand, e-signature, or voice recording.” After
researching Illinois law as to what constitutes
an “e-signature” I would like to suggest that
video recording could meet the same definition.
This is an area where telehealth solutions can be
leveraged, not only to deliver medical
interaction via video conference, but also to
meet state requirements for member sign-off
and engagement.

As with hand-written or digital signatures and
voice recordings, video recordings would need
to satisfy the same privacy, security, legal, and
compliance requirements, such as verification
of the member’s identity, retention of the
video, encryption and authentication, member
access to the recording, and other HIPAA
safeguards. Furthermore, the member would
need to consent to the use of the video
recording as a legal instrument.
In addition to compliance and cost benefits,
video recording as an e-signature also results
in an increase in member satisfaction, as it
simplifies their care experience, leverages
technology they already utilize, can be
scheduled any time of the day or evening, and
relieves their burden of
additional steps to sign documentation by hand
and/or return it via mail or fax.
As the Illinois Medicaid program continues to
evolve and innovate with its partners, let’s
seek creative, low-cost opportunities and
policy changes to allow 21st century
technology solutions to pick up much of the
administrative and compliance workload.

